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Abstract

‘World Picture: Xu Bing’s Dragonfly Eyes’ was a research-led exhibition based on the concept of Xu Bing’s 
( 徐冰 ) work Dragonfly Eyes ( 蜻蜓 之眼 ). It was the first systematic and comprehensive presentation of 
Dragonfly Eyes in China since its completion. At the same time, using Dragonfly Eyes as a research context, 
the curatorial team compared it with concepts and works intrinsically related to Xu Bing’s almost forty-year 
artist trajectory, in an attempt to explore a cross-media and interdisciplinary contemporary curatorial prac-
tice. The emphasis on presenting issues and viewing perspectives is undoubtedly a key point in facilitating 
communications between current cultural and artistic practices and the social scene.
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The artistic force comes when the fakery gets to the point of the unbelievable.
——Xu Bing, ‘A Book from the Sky’ 

Cinema is as fluid as the human function of perception, as well as the relationship between humans 
and the world.
——Jacques Aumont, Film Theory for Film Directors

The main reason for the continuous discussion of the work Dragonfly Eyes is its openness and multiplicity, 
from the artistic concept to the visual form. Compared with some of Xu Bing’s typical artistic models and 
themes that people are familiar with, it is still very radical and alternative. Meanwhile, since its official entry 
into international film festivals and art exhibitions in 2017, Dragonfly Eyes has evoked enormous debates 
from critics. According to many domestic and international academic articles from different disciplines, 
Dragonfly Eyes is becoming a new ‘School’. The work deals with the ethical tensions between surveillance 
and privacy, gender and subjectivity, real events and fictional representations of reality, extending to the in-
tricacies of social and legal issues, which have provoked many thoughts and debates in different disciplines, 
professions, and fields.

As Xu Bing’s first feature film, there were twists and turns in the process of making Dragonfly Eyes. Firstly, 
there already pre-existed some works abroad made entirely from surveillance footage and internet videos. 
Secondly, it was quite difficult to arrange existing materials in the structure of a feature film. Therefore, con-
ditioned by the existing materials, the narrative is undoubtedly somewhat unstable and loose. Thirdly, in a 
certain sense, Dragonfly Eyes expands a mode of transformation between contemporary art systems and the 
film industry, especially in the experimental exploration of the relationship between existing visual materials 
and the narrative structure. The exhibition integrated the spatial forms of documentations and video installa-
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tion, which responded to the openness inherent in the artwork. Dragonfly Eyes pushes us to constantly reflect 
on the ‘madness’ and uncertainty between institutionalised production and individual expression in the ‘age 
of the picture’ today.1

Cinema

The exhibition ‘World Picture: Xu Bing’s Dragonfly Eyes’ contained three sections. The first section, ‘Cin-
ema,’ was the core of the exhibition. Dragonfly Eyes was screened in the Dragonfly Cinema ( 蜻蜓影院 ), 
which was converted from a huge exhibition hall on the first floor of the Today Art Museum ( 今日美术馆 ). 
This spatial installation aimed to restore the starting point of Dragonfly Eyes as a form of cinema viewing, 
which can also be seen as a standard exhibition model for the concept of ‘museum cinema’. In this model, the 
linear storyline of Dragonfly Eyes and the installation of spatial projection together led to a comprehensive 
experiment in the audience’s reception of temporal art as narrative.

The film was the starting point of Dragonfly Eyes and also the central element of the installation. With the 
development of ‘artist film’ since the 1990s, early ‘video art’ gradually shifted towards a non-cinematic pro-
jection activity in the gallery space. It established a more open exhibition mechanism and visual format be-
tween the immersive aesthetic effect of video art itself and the emotional and psychological judgment of the 
audience. For example, among recent art exhibitions in China, in March 2018, artist Yang Fudong’s (杨福东 ) 
Dawn Breaking: A Museum Film Project ( 明日早朝：美术馆新电影计划 ) at the Long Museum in Shanghai 
( 龙美术馆 ) took the form of live filming. It foregrounded the exhibition theme by combining the production 
of the film with the contingency of live viewing experience, which to some extent reflected contemporary 
art exhibitions’ emphasis on the audience’s experience of participation. But whether it is the changes of the 
exhibition model or the specific meaning of the live nature of the spatial installation, or more importantly, as 
critic Boris Groys argues, the spatialised film installation is at the heart of the question of the ‘democracy of 
viewing’. As he points out, ‘the art installation is often seen as a form that allows artists to democratise their 
art, take public responsibility, and begin to act as a community, in the name of a community or even society’ 
(Groys 2012, p.65).

But the exhibition Dragonfly Eyes was not simply a presentation of cinema that evoked debates on the pow-
er of viewing and the exhibition mechanism. Rather, the film itself encompasses this dynamic relationship 
between viewing and being viewed, between control and ‘autonomy’. Like many Chinese films with realist 
themes in recent years, such as the works of Jia Zhangke ( 贾樟柯 ), Lou Ye ( 娄烨 ), and Diao Yinan ( 刁奕
男 ), Dragonfly Eyes both criticizes and references social reality, which undoubtedly has prompted domestic 
audiences to think about China’s current reality and social issues. In particular, in the non-narrative parts 
of Dragonfly Eyes, many images were taken directly from real-life footage that each viewer could reflect on 
from their own perspectives, such as personal experiences or hearsay stories. It is the abstract, non-realistic 
components of Dragonfly Eyes that are in great contrast to normal films. These components are not inde-
pendent or separate from one another but are integrated into the narrative structure of the film, creating a 
strong sense of attraction and fragmented jumps between the visual rhythm and the storyline direction.

At the same time, ‘cinema–film’ ( 影院－电影 ) is also concerned with the construction of self-identity in the 
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art field. Cinema involves the construction of an ideology and the circulation of a mass aesthetic: ‘viewing 
is politics’. First, Chinese cinema is a system of production and dissemination under tight official control, in 
which cinema serves as an important part of the propaganda machine. For example, in the early days of the 
Sixth Generation, the cinema was a non-state-sanctioned, ‘independent film’ production, which led to its cir-
culation and discussion being held in private venues outside cinematic spaces. Dragonfly Cinema was also a 
mode of exhibition and communication based on such a public field.

Additionally, the development of film art in China since the 1990s has encompassed the interaction of differ-
ent forms of film art, such as the emergence of video art, experimental film, the new documentary, and the 
new media art. The dissemination and exhibition of film art were mainly in art institutions and galleries. As 
Chinese contemporary art has developed since the 1990s in the process of conflict and integration between 
internationalisation and localisation, ‘artist films’ and documentaries, with a focus on social issues and real-
istic and critical perspectives, have gradually been presented in art spaces rather than just in the official sys-
tem. The creation of a new mode of film art exhibition today becomes even more meaningful in the context 
of art galleries and the wider social and cultural fields. It also potentially mediates the cultural transforma-
tion and communication between contemporary art and the public sphere. Dragonfly Cinema’s public cinema 
exhibition mode was an opening and dynamic presentation of the ‘art-public’ issue, rather than following the 
logics of art history that are usually adopted in displaying and viewing artworks.

Out of Nothing: The Formation of Dragonfly Eyes

The second part of the exhibition, ‘Out of Nothing: The Formation of Dragonfly Eyes’（无中生有：
《蜻蜓之眼》的形成）,used chronological texts and the documentation of the film to present the entire 
production process of Dragonfly Eyes from 2013 to 2017. This section was not only a textual account 
but also supported by a large number of documentary images and audio-visual materials. It is worth 
noting that this section was not only about the process of making a film out of nothing, but also about 
how an art project based on a social issue responded to reality itself and the possibilities of artistic ex-
perimentation. The key points during the complex process were clearly articulated. In the chronology 
section, we could see how the development of the project involved collaboration with a wide range of 
scholars, critics, and artists, besides the cooperation within the core team.

Similar to Xu Bing’s other art projects that maintain a close relationship with society, Dragonfly Eyes is also 
based on the changes in social reality and looking at the art materials as the essential elements. And this pro-
cess demonstrates how closely an art project observes and records society and how it continues to ‘resonate’ 
（共振）with it. The concept of the exhibition in the ‘Out of Nothing’ section could point to three levels of 
questions: 

1. The specific way in which Dragonfly Eyes was produced.

2. The dialogue between art and society.

3. The contradiction and complementarity between the representation of reality and artistic creation, 
which is probably the most crucial question in understanding this work.

Generally speaking, reality and art are always contradictory and in conflict. Derived from reality, art also 
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transcends and re-creates reality, while reality can always be understood easily and coded conceptually. 
Without profound reflection and discovery, our minds are always inhibited in this circular and self-replicat-
ing process. Therefore, in the concept of ‘Out of Nothing’ ( 无中生有 ),  wu ( 无 , nothing) and you ( 有 , 
something growing out of nothing) are not opposites but rather a relationship of coexistence and transforma-
tion. The wu in Xu Bing’s art, for example, refers to the unconscious transformation and production of every-
day life, which has also been interpreted by some critics as wu wei ( 无为 , inaction), in other words, an art 
of living without paying attention to teleology.

In addition, discussing Dragonfly Eyes in terms of ‘out of nothing’ may correspond to question three men-
tioned above: the contradiction and complementarity between the representation of reality and artistic crea-
tion. The complexity of reality is presented in the abstracted scenes that are constantly interspersed through-
out film works. For example, one of the screenwriters, Zhai Yongming ( 翟永明 ), highlighted the passages 
of five sets of verses in the structure of the script, which precisely broke the prevailing linear narrative 
pattern. The abstract language, the gaps in the narrative, and the ambiguity of the subject in Dragonfly Eyes 
may also be, as the critic Thomas Lamarre ( 托马斯・拉玛尔 ) puts it, ‘the very emptiness of the reference, 
which is full of meaning’ (2017, p.89). The tension and polysemy between reality and fiction can be seen in 
the production of Dragonfly Eyes, a recurring transformation between construction and destruction.

Before creating his first feature film, Dragonfly Eyes, Xu Bing would have been already familiar with film 
art. When he moved to the United States in the 1990s and became involved in the rapid development of glob-
al art, it was a significant stage in the history of film art globally: shifting from video art to ‘artist cinema,’ (艺
术家电影 ) as art theorist Michael Rush puts it: ‘With the use of digital technology in the 1990s, video art 
could be even the same as film’ (2015, p.177). Film began to occupy the spaces of the art galleries. Of course, 
video art developing towards the direction of cinema, along with other artworks in the audio-visual form, 
became a key feature of film art in this period. This trend of convergence also further blurred the boundaries 
between film as an industrial model and contemporary audio-visual art, and, to some extent, reinforced the 
broad cultural role of contemporary art. Film was a cultural product even before it became contemporary art.

‘How do you make a feature film without a cinematographer and actors?’. The greatest difficulty with Drag-
onfly Eyes was how to make a more profound and critically experimental art in the form of a feature film. On 
the one hand, the large amount of surveillance footage could be used as a form of genre for artistic creation. 
On the other hand, such footage and its artistic creation could also bring the issue of public risk, which is a 
grey area in the existing law. The ‘360 incident’ (360 事件 )2, triggered by the public dissemination of sur-
veillance footage, was in stark opposition to the fast-growing live streaming industry. The legal risks faced 
by Dragonfly Eyes are closely related to the social issues and taboos reflected and challenged by contempo-
rary art. The experimental property of Dragonfly Eyes is, therefore, an ‘incident’ ( 事件 ) art for social insti-
tutions and public acceptance.

Keywords 

At the outset of conceptualising the exhibition ‘World Picture: Xu Bing’s Dragonfly Eyes’, the curatorial 
team and Xu Bing’s studio identified the concept of ‘keywords’ as the core of the research and exhibition 
programme. By starting with ‘keywords’, it was easier to understand the interdisciplinary complexity of 
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Dragonfly Eyes while also allowing for an in-depth exploration of art in relation to a wide range of social, 
cultural, and political issues. Unlike most contemporary art exhibitions, which emphasise the conceptual 
framework of art history and art criticism, ‘keywords’ focused more on the specific content of the project 
itself. While exploring this experimental work, it also served as an open discussion of the theme of this exhi-
bition, ‘world picture’.

As the third section of the exhibition, ‘Keywords’ was motivated by a series of similar concepts and research 
subjects from a large number of domestic and international academic essays since the completion of Dragon-
fly Eyes in 2017. These factors all corresponded to the questions raised by the ‘Keywords’ section.

Under the theme of ‘world picture’, ‘Keywords’ started from the project Dragonfly Eyes, then retrospectively 
compared the representative artistic concepts in Xu Bing’s past practices. By comparing Dragonfly Eyes with 
his artworks from different periods, the project attempted to explore a spectrum of artistic experimentation. 
Under this concept, the art project evolved into an interdisciplinary project encompassing a mixture of many 
fields and art forms. Xu Bing was the director and producer of Dragonfly Eyes, as well as the facilitator of 
this vast art project. The relationships between the individual and the collective, and between the art concept 
and the cultural scene were all profoundly discussed in the art project Dragonfly Eyes. The philosopher Hei-
degger ( 海德格尔 )proposed the idea of ‘world picture’, which foreshadows the development of the world 
picture replacing the everyday world. Through Xu Bing’s artistic experiments, coupled with the intercon-
nected art and documentary presentations, the ‘Keywords’ section also aimed to respond to the nature of 
modernity and the existence of the human agency posed by ‘world picture’. 

The curatorial team chose nine sets of ‘keywords’ among many. It first depended on the exhibited works, 
the documentations, and the size of the space itself. The nine sets of ‘keywords’ were exhibited in a corri-
dor-shaped space on the third floor of the Today Art Museum (Gallery 1), which required visitors to view the 
exhibition according to a prescribed route. In addition, within the confined viewing space and route, these 
nine sets of keywords could quickly facilitate debates and dialogue between the thematic concept of Dragon-
fly Eyes and its visual representation. For example, there was a coherent link from the first keyword of ‘Plu-
rality’ proposed by the artist to the last keyword of ‘Live Streaming and Editing’ in Dragonfly Eyes. Also, in 
the last keyword of ‘Live Streaming and Editing,’ a window on the wall allowed the viewers to ‘peek’ down 
into the huge cinema space on the second floor. The film shown on the second-floor cinema was a nuanced 
response and comparison to the live streaming in the ‘Live Streaming and Editing’ section on the third floor. 
This contemplation on the theme of Dragonfly Eyes transformed into experimentation with the exhibition 
form, further extending the dialogue between the artwork and the exhibition space.

There were nine categories in the ‘Keywords’ section, the third part of the exhibition: Plurality ( 复数性 ); 
Social Energy ( 社会能量 ); Text and Image ( 文字与影像 ); Strangeness ( 陌生化 ); Archival Fever ( 档案
热 ); Body ( 身体 ); Non-Form ( 非形式 ); Portrait Rights ( 肖像权 ); and Live Streaming and Editing ( 直
播 与 剪 辑 ).They could be divided into three larger categories: first, original concepts from Xu Bing’s art 
career; second, themes and theoretical perspectives that appeared more frequently in the numerous reviews 
surrounding Dragonfly Eyes; and third, specific ways of making Dragonfly Eyes. By presenting key concepts 
from Xu Bing’s past career and his representative works, the study and analysis of Dragonfly Eyes became 
more systematic. At the same time, it provided the audience with an experience of fundamentally grasping 
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1  For a related discussion, see Mitchell (2018, p. 11).

2  Please see https://news.sina.com.cn/o/2017-12-20/doc-ifypxmsq8558944.shtml
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Xu Bing’s artistic approach. The starting point for the nine sets of ‘keywords’ was ‘plurality’. As Xu Bing 
once said in a 2007 interview, ‘Plurality has actually permeated every part of contemporary life, and our 
lives are almost surrounded by this phenomenon of plural repetition, which has been reinforced in the age of 
personal computers today’ (Xu in Fei 2007, p.666). Comparing ‘plurality’ with the project Dragonfly Eyes, 
the emphasis on the technological reality in Dragonfly Eyes is also derived from the repeated practice and 
current changes of the concept of ‘plurality’.

Following the retrospective exhibitions of Xu Bing at the Wuhan He Art Museum（ 武 汉 合 美 术 馆）and 
UCCA Centre for Contemporary Art in Beijing ( 北京 UCCA), research on Xu Bing’s art career is still ongo-
ing in the art scene at home and abroad. ‘World Picture: Xu Bing’s Dragonfly Eyes,’ launched on 18 August 
2019 at Today Art Museum, was a new starting point for this research repertoire. Following the ‘Phoenix’ 
( 凤凰 ) project, a collaboration between the Today Art Museum and Xu Bing in 2010, it was also the second 
major research-led exhibition. Xu Bing’s art continues to exert a strong appeal and inspiration over today’s 
cultural scene in China. In the same way that the issues addressed in Dragonfly Eyes continue to be debata-
ble across disciplines and cultural realities, the images in Dragonfly Eyes are not only about the past fading 
away over time but rather an ‘unfinished project’ ( 未竟事业 ) and a reality in our art time.

Notes


